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White
Good evening. Audio books are booming as never before, and there have never been more ways to access them; specially formatted from organisations like the RNIB; other smaller voluntary organisations like Calibre; you can get them from your public library; commercially available, either on CD, or downloaded from book websites. You can even still get them on cassettes in some places.  Well tonight we've invited a couple of guests to pick out favourite audio books for holiday reading, I'll be chipping in with one of my own, so welcome to Lee Kumutat, who's been working her passage from Australia by reporting for us this year, and Richard Lane, who's the web editor of the Lancet, which will become even more relevant, as we'll find out. 

What have we got for you?  Well, a Victorian murder mystery, an Australian bodice-ripper, plus fish, and a sports-hating sports writer.

Richard, you go first. 


Lane
Thanks very much Peter.  Well this year I've chosen really my favourite of the year, I have to say it's not a jolly kind of Christmas/New Year read.  It's called Death at the Priory by James Ruddick.  And the title sounds like it might be a sort of C rate sort of Agatha Christie novel actually but - and I can't even remember how I came across it, I guess by web browsing, but anyway.  Death at the Priory is another attempt by a writer to solve an unsolved Victorian death that took place - so we're talking about a real life event or real death event - that took place in Balham in South London back in 1876.  It's known quite - quite well known as the Balham Mystery.  And it concerns a young barrister who rather inexplicably died a very, very painful death and there were lots of possible suspects including his very unhappy wife, a jilted lover, lots of disenchanted staff who worked at the Priory and it was an extraordinary Victorian sensation at the time, it was front page news for five weeks the inquiry went on for afterwards.  And despite TV programmes - BBC did a programme 30 years - 30 years ago - that was a hundred years after - after the actual incident - it still remains unresolved to this day.  But this journalist, this author who is a journalist, James Ruddick, he claims to have unearthed some fresh evidence to give a new, if you like, solution to the story.  Let's hear the introduction now from the reader Alistair Petrie.

Death at the Priory Clip
On a warm April morning in 1876 the body of a young barrister named Charles Bravo was carried out of a house in Balham, South London.  Six doctors, including Queen Victoria's physician, had attempted to save him but he had died after suffering three days of the most terrible agony.  His intestines had been burnt and blistered by a highly irritant poison.  Bravo had just turned 30.  At his bedside, when he died, were his wife, mother and cousin, none of whom had been able to establish why he should have swallowed an irritant poison or to identify what the poison was.  

Within a week the police had decided that Bravo's death was not, as they had originally thought, a simple case of suicide.  Subsequently a file was opened at Scotland Yard and two senior detectives were assigned to trace the murderer.  Almost at once the police narrowed their enquiries down to a handful of suspects.  There was Charles Bravo's wife, Florence, the young and beautiful daughter of a famous industrialist.  Florence's brief marriage to Bravo had been a turbulent one.  Then there was the couple's housekeeper, whose behaviour on the night of his collapse aroused considerable suspicion.  One of the most interesting and surprising suspects was a celebrated Victorian physician James Gully.  Gully had had a long love affair with Florence Bravo before her marriage.  

White
So there is the introduction.  Lee, what did you make of it?

Kumutat
I really found this book fantastic, it kept me awake, in fact it woke me up because I had to find out who did it.  But it wasn't the most exciting thing - I wasn't that interested in who did it to be honest because let's face it they're all gone, aren't they.

Lane
Well yes, I think - can't dispute that.

Kumutat
But for me it was kind of the voyeuristic look into Victorian life and also the really interesting thing was the fact that they're all strong women trying to sort of break out of Victorian, I guess, existence really, that was the interesting thing for me.

White
There's this fascinating character - the housekeeper - who I actually found the most interesting of the lot in a way, I think you're supposed to find the wife the most interesting - but the housekeeper...

Lane
Well it's interesting you say that Peter because if anyone's familiar with the character of Mrs Danvers in Rebecca, which is a Daphne du Maurier book and a very famous Hollywood film, I'm absolutely convinced that Daphne du Maurier created Mrs Danvers on Jane Cox because obviously this story back from the 1870s predates Rebecca by about 60 years.  And as you say it's really the insight, the voyeuristic insight, into a very cruel, particularly if you're a woman, a really ghastly society that you're suddenly transported into it and I think that is as fascinating as actually who did the - did the deed.

White
Get us into the sound clip.

Lane
What I really like about this book actually is the structure of it because Ruddick is a journalist, so he writes quite concisely and crisply and the book's got energy and it's a six hour read and I read it almost in one sitting, which I think is a good thing about it, so if you're listening don't worry it's not 50 hours, you'll read it in a day or two.  What I like about it is Ruddick sets out the scene as to what happened, taking you back to 1875/1876 but then what he does is he does his own version of the reconstruction and what I particularly found exhilarating was the way that he actually went back to Balham in South London, to the scene of the inquest - the Bedford Hotel as it was now the Bedford pub - and the Priory, which unbelievably still exists.

Death at the Priory Clip
I knew that no one investigating the case had managed to obtain proper access to the house since the turn of the century.  In more recent years it had been split into flats and the room where Bravo had died, the room I particularly wanted to find, was part of a one bedroom apartment.  I passed Orwell Lodge, Dr Gully's house and walked up the Bedford Hill Road towards Tooting Bec Common.  How many times had Gully himself walked this route on his way to make love to his mistress?  The houses on either side abruptly vanished and I breathlessly turned left into the driveway.  Through a clearing of oaks I saw flashes of white plaster and suddenly it was there in front of me dense and still.  It had a curiously artificial look to it, like a house out of fiction, like stumbling on Manderley or Netherfield.  The oak tree that Florence had planted in the front drive continued to flourish, it looked on that chilly winter evening much as it must have looked when Florence fell in love with it in the early spring of 1872.  I walked up to the porch.  Two large doors revealed a dimly lit entrance hall.  Dr Moore had stood there waiting for Mrs Cox to let him in and take him up to the patient.  Inspector Clark had stood here too, ready with his search warrant.

Inside, on the other side of the glass, the atmosphere looked thick and gravely subdued.  There was little to suggest the 20th Century, even the wall lights were Victorian.  There was an intercom on my left.  I pressed it and waited.

White
You see Manderley, another reference there to Rebecca.  It's very hard to talk about this book, Richard, without giving the plot away because the end's the crucial thing.  I also - I don't know whether it was just a coincidence but I see your employers got a mention because The Lancet wrote an article on this in 1876.

Lane
So they did, I had a feeling they might but I didn't know when I read the book.

White
Let's just perhaps - just end with a quick - what did you think of the reader Lee?

Kumutat
Initially I wasn't sure he and I were going to get on but then, as I got further into the book, I realised that he was using quite a lot of Victorian weight and that actually worked really well for me in the end.

White
Yeah, I must - I liked the voice, I thought it was great, at times he read too slowly for me.  I tell you why because there's so much detail and forensic detail and if you read that you would probably try to read it quite quickly, sometimes something can be almost too slow to understand as opposed to too quick.  Do you see what I mean Richard?

Lane
Yes, yeah I took those points on board.  I actually like the voice, in a sense, because I didn't really notice it.  It was just a very straight - he was pretty much on a monotone, he didn't put much emotion into his reading at all.  And to be honest that's what I really want in a book because then I'm really ignoring the voice and listening to the book.

White
Anyway I agree, I think we all agree, it's a great read and we won't give the end away.

Okay Lee; your go!  What about this bodice-ripper then?

Kumutat
It's not a bodice ripper.  [Laughter]

White
It's an Aussie bodice ripper.

Kumutat
My book is Dirt Music by Tim Winton who is an Australian writer.  I hesitated to begin this book, I've read a couple of his other things and hadn't been that impressed, so this one I was really surprised it was really good.  

It's a love story, but, before all you men tune out and start wondering when the next episode of Top Gear might be on, it's quite a blokey love story, and I have had a few of my manly friends tell me that they enjoyed it.

It is narrated by an Australian actor called William McInnes who I really like anyway, so that was a plus. It's set in Western Australia, Australia's largest state which is mostly desert and takes up about a third of the continent.  The main characters are all broken people, who aren't particularly lovable but nor are they completely beyond redemption.

Georgie Jutland is wild and unpredictable and has found herself living with a widower, Jim Buckridge,  and his two sons, playing out the role of wife and mother.

Jim is the biggest fish in a pond of commercial fishermen trawling off the west coast, and probably, has indulged in quite a lot of thuggery to get himself there; and Lou Fox is a lapsed musician because music carries reminders of a life lost when all his loved ones were killed in a tragic accident. 

Lou rescues Georgie from the side of the road and her broken down car, and they have a brief but intense liaison. But Lou is hounded out of town after he is caught poaching Jim Buckridge's fish. Deciding to go bush and cut himself from anything that might hurt or remind him, he heads north to the top end of Australia and certain isolation, meeting an array of interesting characters along the way. This clip is his first encounter with just a couple of them.

Dirt Music Clip
"Hello the house", he calls from a discrete distance.  

"All righty" someone says.  There's the clang of something dropped in surprise.  

"Sorry to startle you," Fox says, walking toward the fire which lights a pair of legs. 

"Scared the tripe out of me."  

It was a man's voice, older.  Fox shields his eyes from the fire.  He makes out a caravan and vehicle.  

"I'm from down the beach a bit."  

"All right?" the man said cautiously.  

"Where's that lid gone?" said a woman.

Fox is suddenly blinded by a torch beam.

"Everything alright there sport?  What's that you got?"

"Meat," says Fox proffering the parcel.  He tries to explain that he's got too much and that he's happy to share it with them or they can even take the lot, he doesn't mind.  But the man and woman behind the light are doubtful.

"I suppose it does look a bit sus" he concedes.

"Beware Greeks with freebies," says the woman in a tone of amusement.

"Well" says Fox, "Troy just spoiled it for the rest of us."

The woman laughs.  They switch off the torch and invite him in.  A fluoro strip sputters to life above the caravan door. Fox sees an old man in a white singlet with a pair of stubbies hanging off his bum.  In a folding chair a silver haired woman holds a glass of white wine.  Firelight catches her specs and the chain that hangs from them.  They introduce themselves - Horrie and Bess.  Fox hands them the beef, Horrie passes him a beer.

"You want something for this meat?"

"No, maybe a few litres of water." 

"No worries, easy."

"Here Lou," says Bess, "sit down and put on some repellent, you'll be eaten alive, sand flies are worse than mozzies."

Fox takes a seat.  They have a folding table and [indistinct word] out here on the sand beside the fire.  

"You're a student then?" says Bess.

"No." he murmurs, "Unemployed."

"Heading south to cool weather I imagine?"

"The north actually."

"Horrie, he's as mad as us."

"Every sensible bugger hit the road south weeks ago", says the old man, "no one heads north this time of year except the knuckle heads."

Kumutat
The characters are so familiar to me in their Australianess and not just because of their language and dialogue, they have an earthiness and they use very few words to say an awful lot, none of it's sugar coated.  You won't find any social graces in this book and it is beyond bluntness.

White
So Richard, was Tim Winton for you?

Lane
Yeah, I think so.  I got a real sense of the vastness and the sparseness I think of Australia, not just the bits I've seen which has been Sydney and Melbourne.  And so I think for people who don't know Australia very well I think there's a different side to it, isn't there, rather than the sort of traditional tourist side you normally get.

White
Great voice, I agree with you about the voice, terrific, you know the characters, the voices - blokes don't normally do the female voices well, I thought he did.

Lane
I thought he did it quite well because sometimes when the reader goes into enacting the parts my heart sinks, I think oh no, you know, it's going to be pretty dodgy but I thought he did it pretty well actually, he brought a lot of life to it didn't he, lot of colour to it.

White
One thing I must ask you both, you touched on it I think, because it's called Dirt Music and there is music segueing in and out of the pieces, I thought they were sometimes too long and I thought they sometimes didn't match what he was describing, gratuitous I think was the word that came to my mind.  Lee do you want to pick me up on that?

Kumutat
I liked the music before each excerpt, I thought that if you thought about the book you could actually work out what the music had been about.  And the fact that it was so random kind of suited the book I felt.

Lane
I thought it was good hearing some Estonian music in a book about Australia.  One of the clips we heard was - the music's actually by a guy called Arvo Pert, who's Estonian, so you had a bit of kind of Eastern European, Russian kind of mix with Western Australia, kind of funky but it worked.

White
It's a bit like an Australian road movie isn't it which is good.  I must just quote you one thing that I loved because he hitchhikes up to the north of Australia and they're riding together and so:  "They ride in silence for the rest of the morning with the cricket trickling in like water torture from the radio."  I know Richard's a cricket fan, I thought you might quite like that.

Lane
Yes that's rather nice, it usually is water torture when England are playing Australia.

White
Anyway yeah I think we liked that as well.  And just to keep on with the sports motif I turned to a sports book but don't worry all you sports haters because the author of this book Get Her Off the Pitch thought she hated sport too.  It's the trusty Lynne Truss, who was taken out to lunch by the sport's editor and deputy sports editor of the Times, asked what she knew about sport and when she said she knew nothing, and cared less, they told her she'd got the job. And that was the concept really -  sport, which in the 1990s seemed to be taking over the nation's culture, from someone who didn't understand what all the fuss was about! There was one flaw in the plan; she got a bit hooked and ended up screaming and cheering with the rest; but before that happened, there are some great glimpses of how sport looks from the outside. The squalor, the fanaticism, the self-delusion. I like this illustration, I think, where she writes about the mystery of why people go to football matches particularly the less glamorous ones. 

Get Her Off the Pitch Clip
I always felt sorry for the fans, what exploitation, purely in terms of value for money football is shocking, I mean what do fans get for their money at an average match?  A cold hard place to sit in the draughty outdoors surrounded by mouthy maniacs with the possibility of a thin beaker of scalding tea with lumps in it.  True they got a football match but football obeys no known laws of entertainment so there's no promise of anything worth seeing.  

People also explain to me that no one goes to football for the culinary experience either.  But I still felt weakly outrage at how badly the punters were catered for.  Seat ticket prices might be the same as for West End theatre but the food information in my football fans' guide covered only such matters as whether the pies were hot or cold, what the cost of pies was, how many pies were tested, where to buy pies and how much filling the pies had got.  The highest praise was reserved for drinks with lids on.

Obviously I should have packed a Tupperware box with sandwiches and salads and a nice green apple to eat on arrival at the ground but I never did because - well because it would have been entirely out of character, that's why.  So instead I often drove literally hundreds of miles to football stadiums - here we are Ellen Road and it only took five hours - only to realise I was, yet again, in the middle of nowhere with only the crumbs in the seams of my coat pocket to prevent me from keeling over.

White
So that's Lynne Truss's take on football and it's not just football, she does tennis, boxing - she has a go at just about everything.  Richard, you're a sports fan, did this annoy you or please you?

Lane
I thought it was quite amusing actually, getting a slightly different perspective on the sporting life.  I did empathise with her about the football because only a month ago I went to my first ever premiership football game, not being a big football person, and I was just bowled away by the atmosphere in there.  So I was kind of with her on that.

I think this is good because I think this will reach out to a lot of people who find sport a bit of a mystery ...

White
I liked her - she called the column Kicking and Screaming, which I think is very good ...  Lee, what about you?

Kumutat
I was proud of her, I was really proud of her ...

White
Ah this is women's solidarity.

Kumutat
Her having a go at something which she didn't like and she didn't know she'd be any good at and she just really gave it a go.  I also liked her reading of this as well, I thought her narration was quite good, must be difficult to narrate your own book.  And I'm a difficult audience to please where humour is concerned and I thought her humour in this was really, really good.

White
Right, well that's it, sorry it was a bit of a love in, on the whole I think we all liked each other's books but it is Christmas after all.  So that's it for today.  You can get the details of our chosen books from our action line, that's 0800 044 044 or you can e-mail our website at bbc.co.uk, then go through Radio 4 and to In Touch and you can download a podcast of the programme from tomorrow.

Many thanks to Richard Lane and to Lee Kumutat and do join us for our two special programmes over the holiday period when I'll be hob knobbing with respectively a dowager duchess and a soap star.  That's it from me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, good reading and goodbye.

